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WARRANTY

YEARSYEARS
OF INNOVATING

EXCELLENCE

CELEBRATING
WITH ESSEL'S SIGNATURE



About us
Founded back in 1998, the ESSEL bath fittings has been 
built on the platform of innovative designs, and modern 
technology to fit into the need of the customers.
Today, ESSEL bath fittings cater to sanitaryware, faucets, 
sinks, and vanity segments and strive to rapidly expand 
its wings across the country to become the number-one 
solution provider for affordable ranges.



Certified with
excellence
We are proud to be certified by 
ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) and greenery 
benchmarks such as Griha that 
stand as testimonials of our
standardized business ethics and 
eco-friendly practices.

IS 8931:2021ISO 9001:2015 ISO 14001:2015 GRIHA



Technology
extraordinaire

Mirror finish 

Effortlessly smooth 

Assuring longevity
5 lakh cycles



Internal construct

Cartridges

Aerators



Meticulous
glaze
Single lever faucets
designed to evoke sparks
of elegance

Sturdy Construction 

Exuberant Feel  



Umstellar Prime
An embodiment of convenience with varied shower 
enhancements for a pleasurable bath experience

Flawless Internal Flow Feathered Touch

20mm Shower Outflow6 Bar Pressure Tested



Signature
green ranges
Presenting our GRIHA certified 
ranges that help you become
#NatureKeSuperheroes



EDEN ELDO

Pillar cock

Long nose bib cock 

Single lever tall boy with
total height of 300mm
without popup waste

Wall mixer with connecting
legs & wall flange

Single lever basin
mixer without popup

118044

118047

118002

118068

118201

Long nose bib cock

Pillar cock

Swan neck le�

Central hole basin mixer

Single lever basin mixer 
smart without popup

111047

111044

111053

111066

111001



1998

20132000

2002

2007
In 1998, inception of ESSEL by three 
young minds. With the aim to deliver 
quality and design.

Conceptualized concealed flush 
valves with an internal brass piston.

In 2000, developed the EURO range, 
by understanding the demands for 
aesthetics and functionality.

Adopted the early trend of quar-
ter-turn faucets setting a benchmark 
in the industry with the new designs.

In 2013, an expansion of manufacturing 
facility to Derabassi, Punjab; met the 
ever rising demand for ESSEL products. 
The aim was to develop India’s finest; 
cleanest; ecologically sustainable 
faucet manufacturing plant.

2005
In 2005, introduced concealed diverters 
for the new age customers.

Journey
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Present2017

2018

2020

In 2017, commencement of Derabassi 
Plant, equipped with water harvesting; 
watershed management system; 
electrostatic dust collecting system
for blast furnace, grinding and
polishing machines.

Instituted sanitaryware division to 
offer complete bathroom solutions.

Faucets pieces
produced per year

Sq.�.
manufacturing
facility

14001:2015
certification

In 2022, inducted auto-polishing 
robots for elevated quality levels.

In 2020, contrivance of hands-free 
vanities and foot operative taps; zero 
contact wall-mounted sensors as our 
corporate social responsibility to enable 
INDIA to fight the covid pandemic.

2021
Elevated our commitment to a 
carbon-neutral future with the
installation of 260 KWH solar
panels and hazardous waste
management systems.

24 Lakh

1 lakh

ISO

9001:2015
certification

ISO

certification

State of the
art production 
facility

Dealers

Griha

S.O.T.A

1000+   

Our verticals:

SanitarywareFaucet Vanities Kitchen mixers
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ERIA
FRENCH GOLD

A combination of modernity, regality, brilliant design and 
cra�smanship - French Gold is created to enhance the beauty
of any bathroom decor, exemplifying both aesthetics and 
functionality. This range is sure to impress you at first sight.

Eloquence of art
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138044 - G
Pillar cock with aerator
`3508

311003 - G
Button spout with flange
`5138

310003 - G
Plain spout with flange
`4628

138269 - G
Sink mixer extended with full 
motion spout and aerator
`8738

138354 - G 
Sink cock extended - table mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4718

138454 - G
Sink cock - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4458

138254 - G
Sink cock extended - wall mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4538

138054 - G
Sink cock - wall mounted with
full motion spout and aerator
`4448

138069 - G
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with aerator
`8228

138144 - G
Pillar cock extended with aerator
`5658

138001 - G
Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste
`9248

139044 - G
Single lever pillar cock wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (complete)
`4628

138002 - G
Single lever tall boy
`13198

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Upper Part 138005-G `4228
Concealed Part   180006-G `4058

Set  `8286

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with high flow diverter

Upper Part 138004-G  `3998
Concealed Part   180105-G `4058

Set  `8056

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation

Upper Part 138301-G  `6188
Concealed Part   180208-G `2538

Set  `8726

ERIA | FRENCH GOLD
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304106 - G
Over head shower 6”
`3058

306115 - G 
Shower arm square 15”
`2038

309008 - G
Health faucet with tube & hook
`3428

307061 - G 
Angle cock light elle
`1208

138022 - G 
Towel rail
`2318

304108 - G
Over head shower 8”
`4288

304112 - G
Over head Shower 12”
`10098

306112 - G 
Shower arm square 12”
`1838

138058 - G
Two way angular stop
valve with wall flange
`3258

138045 - G 
Big cock with aerator
and wall flange
`2828

138052 - G 
Angular stop valve with wall flange 
`2238

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Upper Part 138151-G `2918
Concealed Part   180051-G  `1088

Set  `4006

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Upper Part 138149-G `2918
Concealed Part   180049-G   ̀ 958

Set  `3876

138055 - G
Two way bib cock with
aerator and wall flange
`3858

3
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138023 - G
Towel ring
`1848

138024 - G
Soap dish
`1568

138026 - G
Robe hook
`968

138028 - G
Towel rack
`8268

138036 - G
Liquid soap dispenser
`1888

138127 - G
Toilet paper holder with flap 
`2808

4
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For those longing for a post modern design experience, Sparkle Black is a 
natural choice. Engineered to inspire with the meticulous design  and  
advanced flow technology, this basin mixer ensures a smooth water flow, 
enhancing the overall ambiance of your bathroom.

Where elegance meets edge

SPARKLE BLACK

5
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138044 - B
Pillar cock with aerator
`3508

311003 - B
Button spout with flange
`5138

310003 - B
Plain spout with flange
`4628

138269 - B
Sink mixer extended with full 
motion spout and aerator
`8738

138354 - B 
Sink cock extended - table mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4718

138454 - B
Sink cock - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4458

138254 - B
Sink cock extended - wall mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4538

138054 - B
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4448

138069 - B
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with aerator
`8228

138144 - B
Pillar cock extended with aerator
`5658

138001 - B
Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste
`9248

139044 - B
Single lever pillar cock wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (complete)
`4628

138002 - B
Single lever tall boy
`13198

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Upper Part 138005-B `4228
Concealed Part   180006-B `4058
Set  `8286

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with high flow diverter

Upper Part 138004-B  `3998
Concealed Part   180105-B `4058
Set  `8056

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation

Upper Part 138301-B  `6188
Concealed Part   180208-B `2538
Set  `8726

6
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138058 - B
Two way angular stop
valve with wall flange
`3258

138045 - B
Bib cock with aerator
and wall flange
`2828

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Upper Part 138151-B  `2918
Concealed Part   180051-B `1088

Set  `4006

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Upper Part 138149-B   `2918
Concealed Part   180049-B `958

Set  `3876

138023 - B 
Towel ring
`1848

138024 - B
Soap dish
`1568

138026 - B
Robe hook
`968

138028 - B
Towel rack
`8268

138127 - B
Toilet paper 
holder with flap
`2808

138036 - B
Liquid soap dispenser
`1888

138052 - B
Angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`2238

138022 - B
Towel rail
`2318

138055 - B
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`3858

304106 - B/304108 - B/
304112 - B
Over head shower 6”/ 8”/ 12”
`3058/`4288/`10098

306112 - B/306115 - B
Shower arm square 12”/ 15”
`1838/`2038

309008 - B
Health faucet with tube & hook
`3428

307061 - B
Angle cock light elle
`1208

7
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As the name implies, Rose Gold provides a regal experience in the 
bathroom. Its design language and user-friendly functions make this 
range a joy to use. The smooth design offers a seamless flow of water, 
adding to the experience of difference.

Stay Royal

ROSE GOLD

8
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138044 - R 
Pillar cock with aerator
`3508

311003 - R
Button spout with flange
`5138

310003 - R
Plain spout with flange
`4628

138269 - R
Sink mixer extended with full 
motion spout and aerator
`8738

138354 - R  
Sink cock extended - table mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4718

138454 - R
Sink cock- table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4458

138254 - R
Sink cock extended - wall mounted 
with full motion spout and aerator
`4538

138054 - R
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4448

138069 - R
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with aerator
`8228

138144 - R
Pillar cock extended with aerator
`5658

138001 - R
Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste
`9248

139044 - R
Single lever pillar cock wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (complete)
`4628

138002 - R
Single lever tall boy
`13198

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Upper Part 138005-R  `4228
Concealed Part   180006-R  `4058

Set  `8286

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with high flow diverter

Upper Part 138004-R  `3998
Concealed Part   180005-R `4058

Set  `8056

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation 

Upper Part 138301-R  `6188
Concealed Part   180208-R `2538

Set  `8726

9
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138058 - R
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`3258

138045 - R 
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`2828

138052 - R
Angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`2238

138055 - R
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`3858

138022 - R
Towel rail
`2318

138023 - R
Towel ring
`1848

138024 - R
Soap dish
`1568

138036 - R
Liquid soap dispenser
`1888

138028 - R
Towel rack
`8268

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Upper Part 138151-R  `2918
Concealed Part   180051-R  `1088

Set  `4006

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Upper Part 138149-R  `2918
Concealed Part   180049-R `958

Set  `3876

138026 - R
Robe hook
`868

138127 - R
Toilet paper holder
with flap
`2808

304106 - R/304108 - R/
304112 - R
Over head shower 6”/ 8”/ 12”
`3058/`4288/`10098

306112 - R/306115 - R
Shower arm square 12”/ 15”
`1838/`2038

309008 - R
Health faucet with tube & hook
`3428

307061 - R
Angle cock light elle
`1208

10
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EARC
The art of neatness
Earc's impressive engineering and neat design are bound to 
captivate those with an eye for aesthetics. The advanced flow 
technology of Earc ensures a smooth and invigorating water 
flow, enhancing the overall ambiance of your bathroom.
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202044
Pillar cock with aerator
`3808

202008
Sink mixer - table mounted with full 
motion spout and waterfall aerator
`6398

202055
Two way bib cock with aerator
and wall flange
`3308

202045
Bib cock with aerator
and wall flange
`3018

202006
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`12988

202070
Plain spout with wall flange
`2458

202071
Button spout with wall flange
`3118

202144
Pillar cock with aerator, 
total height of 300mm
`6618

202001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`8388

202002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm
`12248 

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 diverter

Exposed Part 202005 `3368
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `7466

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with high flow 
diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 202004 `3368
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `7466

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40 mm diverter

Exposed Part 202003 `3058
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `7046

Concealed stop cock
exposed part (15mm)

Exposed Part 202149 `958
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1916

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation

Exposed Part 202301 `5008
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `7576

202052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`1888

EARC

12



Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 202151 `958
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `2046

13
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ESQR
Bold by design, confident by nature
Esqr creates a stunning impression when you seek boldness in 
your bathroom. Its design aims to enhance the confidence of the 
user. The modern levers and elegant neck of this series elevates 
your bathroom experience to a truly refined magnitude.

14



203044
Pillar cock with aerator
`4858

203006
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`14688

203045
Bib cock with aerator and 
wall flange
`3908

203070
Plain spout with wall flange
`2338

203052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`1908

203055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`4008

203144
Pillar cock with aerator, 
total height of 300mm
`7058

203001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`8208

203002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm
`12508

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 Inlet diverter

Exposed Part 203005 `3368
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `7466

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 203004 `3368
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `7466

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40mm diverter

Exposed Part 203003 `3058
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `7046

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 203149 `958
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1916

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 203151 `958
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `2046

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation

Exposed Part 203301 `6948
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `9516

ESQR

15



EFLO
Timeless artistry
When sophistication is what you desire, Eflo makes a grand 
entrance. It is designed to add a blissful ambiance to your bath 
zone. With the new - age levers and classy neck, this series 
makes your experience in the bathroom truly elegant.
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131254
Sink cock - wall mounted 
with full motion 355mm 
extended spout and aerator 
`2328

131054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator 
`2128

131153
Swan neck with full motion
spout aerator and 355mm 
extended spout (le�)
`3088 
131353
with right side handle  
`3088

131107
Single lever sink mixer with full 
motion extended extruded spout
`6238

131269
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion 355mm extended 
spout and aerator
`4648

131069
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with connecting legs 
and wall flange
`4438

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 131005 `1488
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5586

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 131004 `1318
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5416

Single lever sink mixer wall mounted 
with full motion swivel spout and 
concealed installation

Exposed Part 131207 `3718
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `6286

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40mm diverter

Exposed Part 131003 `1318
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `5306

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation 35mm

Exposed Part 131301 `2688
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5256

131044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1718

131201
Eflo smart single lever 
without pop up
`4138

131144
Pillar cock with aerator 
total height of 300mm
`3608

131001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`3658

131002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm
`4978

EFLO

17



131053
Swan neck with fixed 
spout and aerator (le�)
`2688
131253
with right side handle   
`2688

131206
Single lever exposed 
shower mixer with provision 
for exposed shower arm
`5068

310004
Plain spout with flange
`1908

131055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`1928

131058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1968

131045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1668

131154
Sink cock - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`2718

131063
Sink mixer - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`4338

131064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
provision for hand shower and 
overhead shower (inclusive of 
115mm bend pipe)
`6818

131065
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
provision for overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6398

131067
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`6628

131068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`5418

131066
Central hole basin 
mixer with fixed spout 
`3728

131007
Single lever sink mixer - wall 
mounted with full motion spout, 
connecting legs and wall flanges
`6218

131306
Single lever exposed 
wall mixer with provision 
for telephone shower
`5028

Deusch mixer

Set  `3056

Exposed Part 131010 `988
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

18
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Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (15mm)

Exposed Part 131149 `818
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1776

131006
Single lever mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6158

131052
Angular stop valve with
wall flange
`1218

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 131101 `2898
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5656

Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (20mm)

Exposed Part 131151 `818
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `1906

19
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120044
Pillar cock with areator
`1648

120201
Single lever basin mixer
Smart without pop up waste
`4178

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35 mm diverter

Exposed part         120003    ` 1188
Concealed part     180104     `3158

Set                                       `4346

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 45 mm diverter

Exposed Part          120004    ` 1328
Concealed Part      180105     `4098

Set                                       `5426

120269
Sink mixer wall mounted with full 
motion extended spout and aerator
`4348

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part        120005   `1528
Concealed Part    180006   `4098

Set                                    ̀ 5626

120069 
Sink mixer wall mounted with full 
motion spout and aerator
`4148

120254
Sink cock wall mounted with 
full motion extended spout 
and wall flange
`2238

120054
Sink cock wall mounted with full 
motion spout and wall flange
`2038

120053/120253
120503 Swan Neck with fixed 
spout and aerator (Le�)
120253 with right side handle
`2298

120154
Sink cock table mounted 
with full motion spout
`2498

120406
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6538

120065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for over head shower with 115 mm 
bend pipe
`5798

120064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement provision for hand 
and overhead shower
`6398

120068
Wall mixer with connection legs
and wall flanges
`4188

120067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement and wall flanges
`5878

21
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120058 
Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1988

Deusch Mixer

Exposed Part          120010   ` 1038
Concealed Part      180010   `2068

Set                                    `3106

120055 
Twin bib cock with aerator
& wall flange
`1918

120145 
Bib cock smart with aerator
& wall flange
`1598

Concealed stock cock exposed part 
(15 mm)

Exposed Part            120149    `638
Concealed Part       180049    `958

Set                                        `1596

120052
Angular stop valve with
wall flange
`1098

Concealed stock cock exposed part 
(20 mm)

Exposed Part             120151  `638
Concealed Part         180051  `1088

Set                                       `1726

22
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138044
Pillar cock with aerator 
`2278

138144
Pillar cock with aerator 
with total height of 270mm
`3768

138001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`4448

138107
Single lever sink mixer with 
full motion extruded spout
`6438

138065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`6678

138067
Wall mixer with inbuilt
telephonic arrangement, shower 
arrangement and wall flange
`6808

138068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`5898

138069
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout, connecting legs and 
wall flange
`5298

138006
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`7338

138064
Wall mixer with in built 3 in 1 
arrangement provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
`7298

138002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm 
without popup waste 
`6848

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 138005 `2208
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `6306

Single lever sink mixer wall mounted 
with full motion swivel spout

Upper Part 138207 `4028
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `6596

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Upper Part 138004  `2028
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `6126

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40 mm diverter

Upper Part 138003  `2028
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `6016

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Upper Part 138301  `2938
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5506

ERIA
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138054
Sink cock with full motion 
spout, aerator and wall flange
`2478

310003
Plain spout with wall flange
`1418

138369
Sink mixer with extended spout
`5888

138206
Single lever exposed shower 
mixer with provision for 
exposed shower arm
`5198

138269
Sink mixer - wall mounted 
with full motion 355mm 
extended spout and aerator
`5508

138045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1918

138052
Angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`1358

138254
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion 355mm extended
`2688

138055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`2478

138406
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6658

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 138010 `1158
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3226

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 138151 `878
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `1966

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 138149 `878
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1836

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 138101 `3138
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5896
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EQUA
Ultimate indulgence 
Equa reimagines the art of water flow and adds a new 
perspective in designing bath accessories. Its Streamlined body 
that glistens with aesthetic design and flawless functioning, 
brings to life the refreshing feeling that you deserve.
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132044
Pillar cock with aerator 
`1868

132144
Pillar cock with aerator, 
total height of 267 mm
`4298

132201
Single lever basin mixer
smart without popup waste 
with 440 mm braided hoses
`4938

132002
Single lever tall boy with total 
height of 300mm without popup 
waste and 600 mm braided hose
`6348

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 132005 `1678
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5776

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow (45mm)

Exposed Part 132004  `1498
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5596

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 132301  `2958
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5526

132069
Sink mixer - wall mounted 
with full motion spout and 
waterfall aerator
`5428

132054
Sink cock - wall mounted 
with full motion spout and 
waterfall aerator
`3138

132064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower  
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6948

132065
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
provision for overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6318

132001
Single lever mixer without 
popup waste
`4458

132067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`6368

132068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`4828

310014
Plain spout with wall flange
`1418

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 132010 `1058
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3126

EQUA
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132055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`2548

132045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1668

132406
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`7008

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 132151 `788
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set  `1606

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 132149 `788
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set  `1536

132052
Angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`1258

132058
Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`2158

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 132101 `3168
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5926
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EHOL
Cra�ing excellence through design
The contemporary design of Ehol compliments the modern
architectural language of the times. Design and functionality at its 
helm, Ehol is a masterpiece for any bathroom of today. The swiveling 
spout adds to the functionality, maintenance and ease of use.
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130044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1538

130269
Sink mixer - wall mounted with full 
motion 355mm extended spout 
and aerator
`4118

130066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`3548

130053/130253
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�) / with right side handle 
`1948 / `1948

130406
Single lever wall mixer with telephonic 
arrangement 
`6538

130064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe) 
`6228

130254
Sink cock - wall mounted with full 
motion 355mm extended spout and 
aerator
`2018

130054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1818

130001
Single lever basin mixer without 
popup waste
`3548

130201
Single lever basin mixer smart 
without popup waste
`4058

130002
Single lever tall boy with total height 
of 300mm without popup waste
`5058

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 130005 `1508
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set    `5606

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with high flow 
diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 130004 `1328
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set    `5426

Exposed Part 130003 `1218
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35mm diverter

Set    `4376
Set    `5256

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 130301 `2688
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

130069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with full 
motion spout and aerator
`3838

EHOL
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130065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision for 
overhead shower (inclusive of 115mm 
bend pipe)
`5378

130067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`5668

130068
Wall mixer with connecting
legs and wall flange
`3908

130055
Two way bib cock with aerator and 
wall flange
`1758

130058
Two way angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`1938

130047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1698

130107
Single lever sink mixer with full 
motion extended spout 
`6298

318708
Single lever sink mixer
table mounted
`4398

130052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`1048

130045
Bib cock with aerator
`1228

310005
Plain spout with wall flange
`1298

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 130149 `688
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set    `1436

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 130151 `688
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set    `1506

Single lever basin mixer wall mounted 
exposed part with concealed 
installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 130101 `2898
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set    `5656

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 130010 `1028
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set    `3096
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EXIS
Elevating aesthetics
A perfect work of cra�smanship that adds a spark to your 
bathroom. A balance of design and technology makes the 
single handle design works like a charm. The chrome finish 
with rounded edges compliments every bathroom design.
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137044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1718

137144
Pillar cock with aerator, 
total height of 300mm
`3678

137002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm 
without popup waste
`4958

137001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste 
`3838

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 137005 `1498
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5596

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 137004 `1318
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5416

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 137301 `2688
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5256

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40mm diverter

Exposed Part 137003 `1318
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `5306

137007
Single lever sink mixer - wall 
mounted with full motion spout 
`6228

137053
Swan neck with fixed
spout aerator (le�)
`2448
137253
With right side handle
`2448

137006
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6168

137106
Single lever wall mixer 
with bend and telephonic 
arrangement
`7698

137054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator 
`2168

137154
Sink cock - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`2658

137069
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with connecting 
legs and wall flanges 
`4148

310008
Plain spout with wall flange
`1178

EXIS
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Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 137010 `1108
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3176

137067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`5588

137065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`5448

137306
Single lever exposed 
shower mixer with provision 
for telephonic shower 
`5008

137068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`4458

137055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`1958

137045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1718

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 137151 `808
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `1896

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 137149 `808
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1766

137058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange 
`2018

137052
Angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1268

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation(40mm)

Exposed Part 137101 `2958
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5716

137064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6588
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ELFA
Design that inspires 
Simplistic yet modern, the Elfa range exudes brilliance of 
design and cra�smanship. Designed to add beauty to any 
bath décor, it is a fine example of beauty and functionality. 
The quarter turn feature and the rich foamy flow is set to 
impress you for times to come.
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122044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1508

122144
Pillar cock with aerator, 
total height of 300mm
`2758

122002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm 
without popup waste
`4978

122201
Single lever basin mixer 
smart without popup waste
`4028

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 122005 `1498
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5596

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 122010 `1018
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3086

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 122004 `1328
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5426

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 122301 `2728
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5296

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35mm diverter

Exposed Part 122003 `1218
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4376

122069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3718

122269
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion 355mm extended 
spout and aerator
`3918

122001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`3548

122053
Swan neck with fixed
spout and aerator (le�)
`1948
122253
With right side handle
`1948

122254
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion 355mm extended 
spout and aerator
`2008

122054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1808

310012
Plains spout with flange
`1228
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122047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1498

122045
Bib cock with aerator and wall 
`1118

122058
Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1918

122052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`998

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 122149 `658
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set  `1406

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 122151 `658
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set  `1476

122066
Central hole basin 
mixer with fixed spout
`3548

318508
Single lever sink
mixer table mounted
`4378

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 122101 `2928
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5686

122406
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6258

122064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6078

122055
Two way bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1718

122067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`5528

122068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3738

122065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive of 
115mm bend pipe)
`5358
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118254
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`2008

318608
Single lever sink mixer 
table mounted
`4398

118044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1538

118201
Single lever basin mixer smart 
without popup waste
`4098

118002
Single lever tall boy with 
total height of 300mm 
without popup waste
`5218

118001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`3478

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 118005 `1528
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5626

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 118004 `1328
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5426

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35 mm diverter

Exposed Part 118003 `1188
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4346

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 118301 `2768
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5336

118054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1808

118069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3638

118269
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion 355mm extended 
spout and aerator
`3988

118406
Single lever wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`6358

118053
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�), 118253 - with right 
side handle
`1988

310013
Plains spout with flange
`1178
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118052
Angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1018

118047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1638

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 118010 `1038
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3106

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 118151 `638
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set  `1456

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 118149 `638
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set  `1386

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 118101 `2978
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5736

118067
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
telephonic arrangement, 
shower arrangement and 
wall flange
`5628

118068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3798

118045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1128

118058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1928

118055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange 
`1678

118065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`5408

118064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`5958
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Single lever diverter compitable
with high flow diverter (45mm)

Concealed part 180105 `4098
Upper parts    113004 `1298

Set  `5396

113001
Single lever basin mixer
Without pop up waste with
450 mm braided hose pipe
`2768

113044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1198

310015
Plain spout with aerator
and wall flange
`1498

113068
Wall mixer with wall
flange and aerator
`3378

113065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision
for overhead shower (inclusive
115mm bend pipe)
`4738

113069
Sink mixer with full motion
spout and aerator
`3338

113053-113253
Swan neck with fixed spout
and aerator le�-right
`1798

113054
Sink cock wall mounted with
full motion spout and aerator
`1658

113067
Wall mixer with inbuilt
telephonic arrangement for
hand shower with wall flange
`4838

311015
Button spout with aerator
and wall flange
`2048

113064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1
provision for hand shower & overhead 
shower (inclusive 115mm bend pipe)
`5568

Single lever diverter upper part
compitable with 3 inlet diverter

Concealed Part    180006      `4098
Upper parts  113005       `1458

Set                                      ̀ 5556

Single lever diverter compitable
with diverter (35mm)

Concealed Part    180104      `3258
Upper parts  113003      `1058

Set                                    `4216

Single lever basin mixer
wall mounted exposed part

Concealed Part   180208    `2568
Upper parts 113301      `2458

Set                                  `5026

Conc stop cock 15 mm

Concealed Part   180249    `608
Upper parts 113149     `508

Set                                  `1116
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Conc stop cock 20 mm

Concealed Part   180251    `718
Upper parts 113151     `508

Set                                 `1226

113145
Bib cock smart with
aerator and wall flange

`1298

113055
Twin bib cock with wall
Flange and aerator

`1538

113052
Angle cock with wall flange

`608
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193044
Pillar cock
`1238

193053
Swan neck (le�)
`1898
193253
With right side handle
`1898

193067
Wall mixer telephonic
`5028

193064
Wall mixer 3 in 1
`5798

193056
Nozzle bib cock
`1088

193055
Twin bib cock
`1568

193058
Twin angle cock
`1778

193068
Wall mixer non telephonic
`3498

193065
Wall mixer with bend
`4938

193054
Sink cock
`1738

193001
Single lever basin mixer
`3008 Exposed Part 193005 `1478

Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5576

Single lever concealed
3 Inlet diverter

Exposed Part 193003 `1088
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4246

Single lever diverter 
upper part compataible 
with 35 mm diverter

Exposed Part 193004 `1318
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5416

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 193301 `2658
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5226

Single lever basins mixer wall 
mounted upper part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 193101 `2858
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5616

Wall mounted basin mixer 
upper parts (40mm)
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193145
Bib cock smart
`1218

193052
Angle cock
`858

193069
Sink mixer
`3358

Exposed Part 193151 `608
Concealed Part   180251 `718

Set  `1326

Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (20mm) 

Exposed Part 193149 `608
Concealed Part   180249 `608

Set  `1216

Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (15mm) 
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ELDO
Where art meets utility
Eldo as the name suggests boasts of amazing performance 
and the simplistic yet very contemporary design. Bring in Eldo 
range of bath fittings and witness the transformation of your 
decor with its contours and enviable smooth operation.
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111144
Pillar cock extended with 
aerator, total height of 267mm
`2248

111066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`3128

111001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`2898

Singe lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 111005 `1458
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5556

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 111004 `1298
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5396

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35 mm diverter

Exposed Part 111003 `1058
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4216

Singe lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 111301 `2558
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5126

111053
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�), 111253 - with right 
side handle
`1878

111054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1688

111069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3228

111065
Wall mixer with in built 
provision for overhead 
shower (inclusive of 115mm 
bend pipe)
`4748

111068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3368

310008
Plains spout with flange
`1178

111064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`5458

111067
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
telephonic arrangement,z  
shower arrangement and 
wall flange
`4838

111244
Pillar cock high neck 
with aerator
`1228

ELDO
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111006
Single lever wall mixer with
tel arrangement
`6148

111106
Single lever wall mixer with 
bend and tel arrangement
`7678

111007
Single lever wall sink mixer
`6208

111056
Nazzel cock with extension for 
attachment of garden hose
`1038

111045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1088

111055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange 
`1498

Exposed Part 111151 `568
Concealed Part   180251 `718

Set  `1286

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 111149 `568
Concealed Part   180249 `608

Set  `1176

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

111047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1298

111052
Angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`838

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 111101 `2768
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5526
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Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1708

111145
Eldo smart bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`1188
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Exposed Part 112003 `1048
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4206

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35mm diverter

112065
Wall mixer with inbuilt, provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive of 
115mm bend pipe)
`4758

112069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3268 

112064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for 
hand shower and overhead 
shower (inclusive of 115mm 
bend pipe)
`5668

112054
Sink cock wall mounted with 
full motion spout & aerator 
`1728

112144
Pillar cock extended 
with aerator, total 
height of 265mm
`2158

112066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout 
`3158

112001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`2898

310008
Plains spout with flange
`1178

112067
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
telephonic arrangement, 
shower arrangement and 
wall flange
`4928

112053
Swan neck with fixed spout 
and aerator (le�)
 `1888
112253
with right side handle
`1888

112068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3398

112056
Nozzle cock with extension for 
attachment of garden hose
`1048

112058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1698

112055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange 
`1508

ECHO
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Pillar cock high neck 
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112045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1088

Exposed Part 112151 `548
Concealed Part   180251 `718

Set  `1266

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 112149 `548
Concealed Part   180249 `608

Set  `1156

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

112047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1308

112052
Angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`808

ECHO
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134044
Pillar cock with aerator
`2008

134047
Long nose bib cock with 
aerator & wall flange
`2038

134055
Two way bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`2388

134045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1878

134058
Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`2478

134056
Nozzle cock with extension for 
attachment of garden hose
`1988

134052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`1488

134153
Swan neck with full motion spout, 
aerator and 355mm extended spout 
(le�) 134353 - with right side handle
`3458

134001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste with 
440mm braided hoses
`4608

134002
Single lever tall boy with total 
height of 300mm without popup 
waste and 600mm braided hose
`5838

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 134005 `2298
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `6396

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 45mm diverter

Exposed Part 134004 `2128
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `6226

Single lever diverter upper part
compatible with 40mm diverter

Exposed Part 134003 `2128
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `6116

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 134010 `1258
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3326

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 134149 `1138
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `2096

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 134151 `1128
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `2216

ENTO
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Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 134101 `3308
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `6066

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 134301 `3098
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5666

134053
Swan neck with fixed spout
and aerator (le�), 134253
with right side handle
`2988

134054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`2518

134069
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with connecteing legs 
and wall flange
`5458

134066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`4828

310004
Plain spout with wall flange
`1908

134063
Sink mixer - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`5808

134064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`8188

134065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`7518

134067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`7638

134068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`5848

134154
Sink cock - table mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3458
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EEVA
Design that sparks joy
An ultra-modern design that creates a new fashion 
statement for any bath zone. Its surreal geometry in the form 
of a flat single - lever bath fitting brings a touch of class to 
any bath décor. Above all, Eeva adds a touch of ease at all 
levels of experience. 
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129044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1528

129054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aeator
`1798

310005
Plain spout with wall flange
`1298

129269
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout, aerator and 
355mm extended spout
`3908

129068
Wall mixer with connecting legs 
and wall flange
`3818

129064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for 
hand shower and overhead
shower (inclusive of 115mm 
bend pipe)
`6218

129067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`5568

129065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive of 
115mm bend pipe)
`5428

129053
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�), 129253 - with right 
side handle
`1948

129001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste with 
440mm braided hoses
`3568

129069
Sink mixer with full motion 
spout with connecting legs 
and wall flange
`3708

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 129005 `1508
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5606

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 129004 `1328
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5426

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35mm diverter

Exposed Part 129003 `1218
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4376

Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 129010 `1038
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3106

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (35mm)

Exposed Part 129301 `2708
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5276

EEVA
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Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (15mm)

Exposed Part 129149 `658
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set  `1406

Concealed stop cock 
exposed part (20mm)

Exposed Part 129151 `658
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set  `1476

129055
Two way bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1728

129045
Bib cock with aerator
and wall flange
`1398

129254
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1998

129058
Two way angular stop valve 
with wall flange
`1958

129052
Angular stop value with 
wall fange
`1008

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 129101 `2918
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5676
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ECON
Outperforms the norm
An eclectic mix of charismatic looks and lasting convenience.
It's a perfect choice, owing to its shimmering chrome finish and the 
technology of half turn. The arc shaped spout and the graceful 
finish makes it a perfect choice for those looking for aesthetics.
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114066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`3588

114053
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�), 114253 - with right 
side handle
`2098

114044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1318

114001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`2808

114055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`1838

114054
Sink cock - wall mounted with full 
motion spout and aerator
`1808

114069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with full 
motion spout and aerator
`3758

114056
Nozzle cock with extension for 
attachment of garden hose
`1168

114058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1838

114045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1178

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 114151 `668
Concealed Part   180151 `818

Set  `1486

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 114149 `668
Concealed Part   180149 `748

Set  `1416

114065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive
of 115mm bend pipe)
`5258

114068
Wall mixer with connecting legs 
and wall flange
`3918

114064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`6168

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 35mm diverter

Exposed Part 114003 `1168
Concealed Part   180104 `3158

Set  `4326

ECON
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114046
Long body bib cock with aerator
`1258

114047
Long nose bib cock with 
aerator & wall flange
`1538

114052
Angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`938

114048
Stop cock
`1068

114067
Wall mixer with 
telephonic arrangement
`5428
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ELLE
Design for the modern bathroom
The charm of an everlasting beauty that comes in the form of Elle. 
This range exudes grace with ergonomically created handle 
which boasts of an effortless operation and precision flow. The 
shimmering chrome and beautiful edges spellbinds everyone.
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126044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1638

126153
Swan neck with full motion 
spout, aerator and 355mm 
extended spout (le�), 126353 
- with right side handle
`3008

126002
Single lever tall boy with total 
height of 300mm without popup 
waste and 600mm braided hose
`5498

126001
Single lever basin mixer 
without popup waste
`4298

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 3 inlet diverter

Exposed Part 126005 `1878
Concealed Part   180006 `4098

Set  `5976

Single lever diverter upper 
part compatible with high 
flow diverter (45mm)

Exposed Part 126004 `1708
Concealed Part   180105 `4098

Set  `5806

Single lever diverter upper part 
compatible with 40mm diverter

Exposed Part 126003 `1708
Concealed Part   180004 `3988

Set  `5696

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation 

Exposed Part 126301 `3028
Concealed Part   180208 `2568

Set  `5596

126053
Swan neck with fixed spout 
and aerator (le�), 126253  
with right side handle
`2558

126007
Single lever sink mixer - wall 
mounted with full motion spout, 
connecting legs and wall flanges
`6408

126006
Single lever sink mixer - wall 
mounted with full motion spout, 
connecting legs and wall flanges
`6488

126054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`2178

126154
Sink cock table mounted 
with full motion spout & 
aerator
`2678

126066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`3958

126069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with full 
motion spout with connecting legs 
and wall flanges
`4668

126063
Sink mixer - table mounted 
with full motion spout
`4998

ELLE
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Deusch mixer

Exposed Part 126010 `1188
Concealed Part   180010 `2068

Set  `3256

126058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`2078

126045
Bib cock with aerator and 
wall flange
`1508

126055
Single lever two way bib cock 
with aerator and wall flange
`1968

126047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1648

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 126149 `778
Concealed Part   180049 `958

Set  `1736

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 126151 `778
Concealed Part   180051 `1088

Set  `1866

126052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`1108

Single lever basin mixer wall 
mounted exposed part with 
concealed installation (40mm)

Exposed Part 126101 `3238
Concealed Part   180008 `2758

Set  `5996

310007
Plains spout with flange
`1688

126064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`7278

126067
Wall mixer with inbuilt telephonic 
arrangement, shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`6748

126068
Single lever sink mixer - wall 
mounted with full motion spout, 
connecting legs and wall flanges
`5098

126065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive of 
115mm bend pipe)
`6658
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EDDY
Passion for excellence
When it comes to finding value for money, Eddy makes for a perfect 
option. Beautiful design language and high quality material 
coupled with butter smooth functionality, makes Eddy one of the 
most sought a�er ranges to change your bathroom experience.
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110069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3478

110053
Swan neck with fixed spout and 
aerator (le�), 110253 - with right 
side handle
`1978

110044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1128

110066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`3168

110054
Sink cock - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`1768

110065
Wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower
`4868

110064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement provision for hand
`5678

110067
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
telephonic arrangement, 
shower arrangement and 
wall flange
`4938

110058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1628

110056
Nozzle cock with extension for 
attachment of garden hose
`1068

110068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3408

110055
Two way bib cock with 
aerator and wall flange
`1668

110045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`1048

110047
Long nose bib cock with aerator 
`1278

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 110149 `438
Concealed Part   180249 `608

Set  `1046

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 110151 `438
Concealed Part   180251 `718

Set  `1156

EDDY
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110052
Angular stop valve with 
wall flange
`828

110046
Long body bib cock with aerator
`1158
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ERIC
Sustainable Design, Fluent forms
One of the gems from the house of Essel, its precision 
based design and flawless engineering, makes this 
range a true performer. The smooth flow and shimmering 
chrome makes Eric a perfect range to transform how 
you experience bathrooms.
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191069
Sink mixer - wall mounted with 
full motion spout and aerator
`3088

191054
Sink cock - wall mounted with full 
motion spout and aerator
`1538

191044
Pillar cock with aerator
`1028

191066
Central hole basin mixer 
with fixed spout
`2898

191068
Wall mixer with connecting 
legs and wall flange
`3028

191065
wall mixer with inbuilt provision 
for overhead shower (inclusive 
of 115mm bend pipe)
`4288

191064
Wall mixer with inbuilt 3 in 1 
arrangement, provision for hand 
shower and overhead shower 
(inclusive of 115mm bend pipe)
`5018

191067
Wall mixer with inbuilt 
telephonic arrangement 
and shower arrangement 
and wall flange
`4378

191047
Long nose bib cock with aerator
`1068

191052
Angular stop valve with wall flange
`608

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (20mm)

Exposed Part 191151 `348
Concealed Part   180251 `718

Set  `1066

Concealed stop cock exposed 
part (15mm)

Exposed Part 191149 `348
Concealed Part   180249 `608

Set  `956

ERIC

191058
Two way angular stop 
valve with wall flange
`1348

191055
Single lever two way bib cock 
with aerator and wall flange
`1388

191045
Bib cock with aerator 
and wall flange
`948
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THERMO
Transform your shower experience with an Essel thermostatic 
shower mixer. Now adjust the temperature with no fear, as the 
world’s finest with anti-scald technology is at work to avoid 
hot water burns. 
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184103
5 way diverter
`45148

184001
Concealed bath & shower 
mixer with thermostat 
control cartridge round
`18708

184002
Concealed bath & shower 
mixer with thermostat 
control cartridge square
`19278

Bath spout
Durability with
timeless design

Body jets
Ease molded
with perfection.

Ceiling rain
shower
Effortless, splash
free flow.

Overhead
shower
Product of style
and innovation.

Ceiling mist
shower
Blending aesthetics
with comfort.

THERMO
THERMO +

THERMO SMART
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SHOWER &
SHOWER ARMS

Add wonder to your bathing experience
The magnificent collection from the house of Essel is sure to draw 
attention to your bathroom. Our rain showers offer a very gratifying 
sensory experience with fluid lines and a sleek, modern appearance.
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Rain
Shower

Cascade Waterfall
Shower

Mist
Shower

Advance Rubit
Cleaning Technology



304310
Ceiling rain shower rectangular
19 x 13" with rain fall & water fall
`40318

304305
Ceiling rain shower rectangular
15 x 10" with rain fall & mist case
`23798

304315
Ceiling LED rain shower 
rectangular 27 x 15" with 
rain fall, mist & water fall
`98378

305180
Shower tile square
`5198

305080
Shower tile round
`4998

308003
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`788

308004
Overhead shower (multiflow) with 
advance Rubit cleaning system
`618

308005
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`668

308006
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`558

308007
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`608

308008
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`558

308009
Overhead shower with advance 
Rubit cleaning system
`508

308010
Overhead shower square 4" with 
advance Rubit cleaning system
`658

CEILING SHOWERS

RAIN SHOWERS 
OVERHEAD RAIN SHOWERS 

SHOWER TILE 
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SHOWER & SHOWER ARMS 

303206
Rain shower round 6"
`1418

303008
Rain shower round 8"
`2058

303106
Rain shower square 6"
`1798

303108
Rain shower square 8"
`2180

308206
Over head shower 6"
`1418

308013
Over head shower with 5 
function and advance Rubit 
cleaning technology
`1098

308014
Over head shower with 5 
function and advance rubit 
cleaning technology
`988

308015
Over head shower with 5 
Function and advance rubit 
cleaning technology
`988

308011
Over head shower
`688

308012
Over head shower
`608

303010
Over head shower 10" round
`2268

304006
Rain shower round 6"
`1758

304008
Rain shower round 8"
`2228

304106
Rain shower square 6"
`1808

304108
Rain shower square 8"
`2288

STAINLESS STEEL SHOWERS 

RAIN SHOWERS 
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305006
Rain shower round 6" 
`3168

305008
Rain shower round 8"
`4408

305104
Rain shower square 4"
`1998

305106
Rain shower square 6"
`3718

305108
Rain shower square 8"
`5048

305110
Rain shower square 10"
`7578

305112
Rain shower square 12"
`10648

BRASS SHOWERS 

307001
Telephonic shower slim with 
1.5 mtr double interlock 
shower chain with hook
`1758

307002
Telephonic shower with tube with 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1868

307004
Telephonic shower with tube 
(multiflow) with 1.5 mtr double 
interlock shower chain with hook
`1868

307010
Spa telephonic shower with 1.5 mtr 
double interlock shower chain 
with hook
`2058

TELEPHONIC SHOWERS 

304110
Rain shower square 10"
`3468

304112
Rain shower square 12"
`5408
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307009
Telephonic shower with tube with 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1128

307011
Telephonic shower squarewith 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1958

307012
Telephonic shower round with 1.5 
mtr double interlock shower chain 
with hook
`1868

307013
Telephonic shower with 5 funtion 
with 1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain & hook and advance rubit 
cleaning technology
`2158

307014
Telephonic shower with 5 funtion 
with 1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain & hook and advance rubit 
cleaning technology
`2058

307015
Telephonic shower with 5 funtion 
with 1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain & hook and advance rubit 
cleaning technology
`2058

307008
Telephonic shower with tube with 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1618

307005
Telephonic shower with tube with 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1868

307006
Telephonic shower with tube 
(multiflow)with 1.5 mtr double 
interlock shower chain with hook
`1868

307007
Telephonic shower with tube with 
1.5 mtr double interlock shower 
chain with hook
`1868
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306032
Sliding rail for showers 24”
`2708

306132
Sliding rail for showers 24”
`2708
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306112
Shower arm square 12"
`2138

306115
Shower arm square 15"
`2398

306118
Shower arm square 18"
`2658

306412 / 306415 / 306418
Shower arm square SS 12", 15", 18"
`1508  / `1668 / `1848 

306012 / 306015 / 306018
Shower arm 12" / 15" / 18" brass
`1398 / `1688 / `1978

306306 / 306309
Shower arm 6" / 9" S.S.304
`388 / `508

306312 / 306315 / 306318
Shower arm 12" / 15" / 18" S.S.304
`638 / `768 / `838

306209
Shower arm 9" S.S. Light
`418

306001
Shower arm
`1198

306002
Shower arm
`1048

306003
Shower arm
`1048

306006/306009
Shower arm 6" / 9" brass
`558 / `958

SHOWER ARMS 



SENSORS DC
POWERED

The next is now
With technology in charge, the sensor line of bath fixtures is 
designed to encourage both water saving and good hygiene. The 
smart sensor eliminates the need for knobs and levers, determines 
how much water is required, and provides a futuristic experience.
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183080
Sensor faucet for basin
`7948

183081
Sq. sensor faucet for basin
`8998

183181
Sq. sensor faucet for 
basin extended
`11408

183082
Sensor faucet for basin
`7948

183182
Sensor faucet for 
basin extended
`9758

183083
Sensor faucet for basin
`8398

183183
Sensor faucet for 
basin extended
`10808

183084
Sensor faucet wall mounted 
with round spout
`8398

183090
Sensor flush valve for urinal
`7018

183184
Sensor faucet wall mounted 
with square spout
`10008
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302021
Flush valve conc push type 40mm
`4108

302022
Dual flush valve conc push 
type 40mm
`4318

302024
Flush valve conc push type 32mm
`3928

302025
Dual flush valve conc 
push type 32mm
`4148

302031
Flush valve conc push type 40mm
`4218

302032
Dual flush valve conc push 
type 40mm
`4428

302034
Flush valve conc push type 32mm
`4048

302035
Dual flush valve conc push 
type 32mm
`4268

302003
Flush cock half turn economy 1"
`1468

302004
Flush cock lever type 1"
`2538

302006
Flush cock push type 1"
`2388

302007
Flush cock half turn heavy 1"
`2278

FLUSH COCKS & VALVES 
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182021
Urinal flush valve
`2468

182022
Foot operative valve
`1558

182024
Foot operative valve with 
spout one connecting pipes
`2898

182023
Foot operative valve with spout 
two connecting pipes
`3568

181001
Single lever basin mixer with 
surgical purpose elbow action
`4498

181007
Single lever sink mixer with 
surgical purpose elbow action
`6678

181045
Bib cock with 200mm 
lever handle
`1898

181044
Pillar cock with 200mm 
lever handle
`2018

182044
Pillar cock
`1998

182045
Bib cock
`1998

182052
Angle cock
`1458

182101
Wall mounted basin tap
`3718

PRESSO & MEDI
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180105
Divertor body (45mm)
`4098

180049
Concealed stop cock heavy (15mm)
`958

180051
Concealed stop cock heavy (20mm)
`1088

180149
Concealed stop cock light (15mm)
`748

180151
Concealed stop cock light (20mm)
`818

180249
Concealed stop cock eco (15mm)
`608

180251
Concealed stop cock eco(20mm)
`718

180208
Single lever conc basin mixer
wall mounted 35mm (body only)
`2568

180008
Single lever conc basin mixer
wall mounted 40mm (body only)
`2758

180010/180110
Deusch mixer conc body
for shower/ spout only
`2068  

180104
Single lever conc divertor (35mm)
for bath & shower (body only)
`3158

180006
Single lever conc divertor 3 inlet
for bath & shower (body only)
`4098

180004
Single lever conc divertor (40mm)
for bath & shower (body only)
`3988
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ACCESSORIES
Transform your bathroom
with complementing accessories
Innovative and striking Essel accessories redefine your 
experience by adding complementary appeal to your 
bathroom's. Each accessory collection is created to be 
unique while also serving a purpose. 
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140022
Towel rail 24"
`2158

140026
Robe hook
`768

140038
Moveable robe hook
`2438

140031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`6978

140027
Toilet paper holder
`1178

140032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`5918

140028
Towel rack 24"
`5858

140035
Soap basket
`1508

140036
Soap dispensor
`1958

140029
Soap dish cum tumbler holder
`1758

140023
Towel ring
`1618

140024
Soap dish with glass dish
`1018

140025
Tumbler holder
with glass tumbler
`1038

ENVY ACCESSORIES



131022
Towel rail 24"
`1468

131025
Tumbler holder
with brass tumbler
`1258

131122
Towel rail 18"
`1318

131026
Robe hook
`568

131228
Towel rack 24
`3958

131031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`5478

131428
Towel rack with hook 24"
`4288

131128
Towel rack 18
`2348

131030
Glass shelf
`2388

131032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`4708

131029
Soap dish cum tumbler holder
`1738

131027
Toilet paper holder
`858

131028
Towel rack 24
`2598

131023
Towel ring
`988

131024
Soap dish with brass dish
`1128
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124022
Towel rail 24
`1528

124026
Robe hook
`568

124027
Toilet paper holder
`868

124127
Toilet paper holder with flap
`1338

124028
Towel rack 24"
`2598

124029
Soap dish cum brass
tumbler holder
`1228

124030
Glass shelf 18"
`1838

124032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`4108

124031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`4908

124228
Towel rack 24"
`3808

124428
Towel rack with hook 24"
`4128

124128
Towel rack 18"
`2408

124025
Tumbler holder
with glass tumbler
`758

124122
Towel rail 18
`1438

124023
Towel ring
`948

124024
Soap dish
with glass dish
`758

ETOM ACCESSORIES



134022
Towel rail 24"
`1718

134026
Robe hook
`798

134128
Towel rack 18"
`4318

134032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`5408

134029
Soap dish cum
tumbler holder
`1838

134027
Toilet paper holder
`1038

134028
Towel rack 24"
`4628

134030
Glass shelf
`2728

134031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`6348

134025
Tumbler holder
with brass tumbler
`1308

134122
Towel rail 18"
`1638

134023
Towel ring
`1078

134024
Soap dish
with brass dish
`1208
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128022
Towel rail 24"
`1998

128026
Robe hook
`698

128031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`6448

128027
Toilet paper holder
`1118

128032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`5438

128028
Towel rack 24"
`5328

128035
Soap basket
`1408

128036
Soap dispenser
`1858

128038
Moveable robe hook
`2298

128029
Soap dish cum tumbler holder
`1618

128023
Towel ring
`1508

128024
Soap dish
with glass dish
`918

128025
Tumbler holder
with glass tumbler
`918

ERRO ACCESSORIES



126022
Towel rail 24" SS
`1718

126025
Tumbler holder
with brass tumbler SS
`1238

126122
Towel rail 18" SS
`1628

126026
Robe hook SS
`778

126128
Towel rack 18" SS
`4498

126030
Glass shelf 18" SS
`2618

126032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook SS
`5338

126031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder SS
`6248

126029
Soap dish cum
tumbler holder SS
`1788

126027
Toilet paper holder SS
`1008

126028
Towel rack 24" SS
`4618

126024
Soap dish
with brass dish SS
`1128

126023
Towel ring SS
`1058
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111022
Stainless steel towel rail 24"
`1198

111026
Stainless steel robe hook
`448

111027
Stainless steel toilet
paper holder
`778

111028
Stainless steel tower rack 24"
`2308

111032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`3348

111031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`4038

111023
Stainless steel towel ring
`798

111025
Stainless steel tumbler holder
with glass tumbler
`648

111024
Stainless steel soap dish
with glass dish
`648

ELDO ACCESSORIES



132022
Towel rail 24"
`1618

132122
Towel rail
`1468

132026
Robe hook
`678

132428
Towel rack with hook 24"
`4338

132031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`6098

132032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`5238

132128
Towel rack 18"
`2548

132029
Soap dish cum
tumbler holder
`1848

132030
Glass shelf
`2588

132027
Toilet paper holder
`958

132028
Towel rack 24"
`2808

132025
Tumbler holder
with brass tumbler
`1318

132023
Towel ring
`1038

132024
Soap dish
with brass dish
`1188

301126/301226
Corner shelf 11"/ 8"
` 1368   `1288 

301127
Soap dish table mounted
`1048
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114022
Towel rail 24"
`1728

114026
Robe hook
`568

114128
Towel rack 18"
`3248

114030
Glass shelf 18"
`2008

114032
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook
`4688

114031
Bath accessories package
towel rail 24", towel ring,
soap dish, tumbler holder,
robe hook, toilet paper holder
`5628

114027
Toilet paper holder
`938

114028
Towel rack 24"
`4218

114025
Tumbler holder
with glass tumbler
`728

114122
Towel rail 18"
`1528

114023
Towel ring
`878

114024
Soap dish
`778

ECON ACCESSORIES



311001
Button spout with flange
`2658

311003
Button spout with flange
`2228

311004
Button spout with flange
`2658

311007
Button spout with flange
`2548

311014
Button spout with flange
`2208

310009/310010
Plain spout with flange
size 7"/9"
`1118 / `1218

311008
Button spout with flange
`2138

311012
Button spout with flange
`2098

311013
Button spout with flange
`2098

311005
Button spout with flange
`2098
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307060
Angle cock light econ
`588

307064
Angle cock light elfa
`608

307065
Angle cock light eden
`608

307066
Angle cock light ehol
`608

307067
Angle cock light eeva
`608

307068
Angle cock light eldo
`608

307072
Angle cock light triangle
`598

307073
Angle cock light square
`638

307061
Angle cock light elle
`548

307062
Angle cock light exis
`648

307063
Angle cock light envy
`658

307069
Eldo economical angle cock
`498

ECONOMY ANGLE COCKS



301102/301104
Waste coupling
1.25” x 3”/ 1.25” x 6”
`478 / `708

301107/301307
Bottle trap casted/economy
9” x 12”
`1798 / `1508

301108
Bottle trap pipe 12"
`478

301202
Waste coupling pop up
1.25” x 3”
`888

301105
Hex nipple 1/2"
`158

301106/301206
Waste pipe
`148

301307
Bottle trap
`1508

301402
Ceremic waste popup coupling
`1498

301302/301304
Waste coupling SS
1.25” x 3”/ 1.25” x 6”
`298 / `388

301122/301222
Grating with ring s.S. (Full/hole)
`108 / `108

301322/301422
Grating sq ring s.S (full/ hole)
`188 / `188

301110
Copper connection
for basin/geysers 18"
`498

301120/301120
Braided hose 18"/24" per pc
`178 / `208

301522
Grating with ring s.S( 2 hole)
`118

301123/223/323/423/523
Extension nipple
size 1",1.5",2",2.5", 3"
`118 / `138 / `158 / `178 / `198

301129
Jet spray heavy
`778
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301229
Jet spray butterfly
`728

301165
Crutch for tel shower
`668

301166
Bend pipe with flange
`588

301167
Extra wide leg
`488

301168
Tel shower tube only
`598

301169
Tel shower hook only
`68

301410
Thread seal tape
`38

301201
Bath chair SS
`3798

301171
Spout table mounted for basin
`888

301175
Retractable cloth liner
`1008

301176
Urinal spreader
`518

301158/301159
PVC connection
18"/ 24" / 30” / 36”
`168 / `188

301160/301161
Braided connection 18"/24"
`188 / `288

301164
Wall mixer leg per pc.
`278

301112
Grab bar 18" SS
`1798

301407/301408
Shaving cabinet with looking mirror
`4348 / `5808

ACCESSORIES   ESSENTIALS



301192/301193
Rack bolt for basin (MS / SS)
`108 / `208

301180
Wall flange round (SS / Brass)
`38

301181
Wall flange square (SS / Brass)
`58

301190/301191
Rack bolt for wall hung (MS / SS)
`428 / `618

309001
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1168

309002
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1168

309003
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1218

309004
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1218

309005
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1108

309006
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`1168

309007
Health faucet
with tube & hook
`568

309008
Health faucet
`1268

HEALTH FAUCETS
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301177
Drain cleaning wire
`148
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ACCESSORIES   ESSENTIALS

309009
Health faucet with 1 mtr. 
Hose pipe and hook
`998

309010
Health faucet with 1 mtr. 
Hose pipe and hook
`898

309011
Health faucet with 1 mtr. 
Hose pipe and hook
`898

NEW NEW NEW



KITCHEN
ESSEL’s Kitchen offer a superior cleansing experience with their impressive 
performance and visually appealing designs. Our extensive collection of 
faucets and sinks, ensures that you find what you need.

Achieve a stylish yet affordable Kitchen design 
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318008
Sink mixer table mounted
`4308

319008
Sink mixer table mounted
with RO water
`13528

318408
Single lever sink mixer table
mounted with swivel spout
`4948

318208
Sink mixer table mounted
`10818

318108
Sink mixer table mounted
`10498

318308
Sink mixer table mounted
with extractable hand shower
`5868

535124/525124
Single bowl sink 24"x18"x10"
`10198 (SS 304)  `4578 (SS 202)

535118/525118
Single bowl sink 18"x16"x9"
`9448 (SS 304)  `4298 (SS 202)

• SS 304 - 10 years warranty
• SS 202 - 2 years warranty
• Matt finish
• Easy clean 10mm radius corners
• Sound absorption pads &
 ceramic coating
• Waste coupling & drain pipe
• X drain grooves for better drainage
• Handmade square bowl
 for max. space

535337/525337
Single bowl with drain 
board sink 37"x18"x9"
`15298 (SS 304)  `9698 (SS 202)

HAND MADE KITCHEN SINKS

KITCHEN MIXERS



521337
Single bowl with drain board sink
37"X18"X9"
`7228 (SS 202)  

521237
Double bowl sink 37"x18"x9"
`7428 (SS 202)

521118
Single bowl sink 18"x16"x9"
`2568 (SS 202)

521124
Single bowl sink 24"x18"x9"
`3278 (SS 202)

540001
Double bowl sink
`498

540002
Double bowl sink
`998

535237/525237
Double bowl sink 37"x18"x9"
` 16698 (SS 304)  `9198 (SS 202)

535245/525245
Double bowl sink 45"x20"x10"
`18748 (SS 304)  `9998 (SS 202)

PRESS KITCHEN SINKS

521245
Double bowl sink 45"x20"x9"
`8888 (SS 202)

534124(Gloss)/524124(Gloss)
533124(Matt)/523124(Matt)
Single bowl sink 24"x18"x9"
`8348 (SS 304)  `4428 (SS 202)
`8928 (SS 304)   `4738 (SS 202)

534118(Gloss)/524118(Gloss)
533118(Matt)/523118(Matt)
Single bowl sink 18"x16"x9"
`6198 (SS 304)  `3488 (SS 202) 
`6628 (SS 304)  `3738 (SS 202)

• SS 202 - 2 years warranty
• Matt finish
• Sound absorption pads &
 ceramic coating
• Waste coupling
• Rectangular bowl for Max. space

• SS 304 - 10 years warranty
• SS 202 - 2 years warranty
• Gloss / Matt finish
• Sound absorption pads534237(Gloss)/524237(Gloss)

533237(Matt)/523237(Matt)
Double bowl sink 37"x18"x9"
`12998 (SS 304)  `8888 (SS 202)
`13898 (SS 304)   `9498 (SS 202)

534245(Gloss)/524245(Gloss)
533245(Matt)/523245(Matt)
Double bowl sink 45"x20"x9"
`16498 (SS 304)   `10598 (SS 202)  
`17598 (SS 304)   `11338 (SS 202)

• Waste coupling
• Rectangular bowl for
 maximum space
• Scratch guard lamination

HAND MADE KITCHEN SINKS
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BUILT
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DESIGN

BUILT BY EXPERTS
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FINISH
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and consumer satisfaction.
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3-IN-1 OUTLET TECHNOLOGY

HOT AND
REGULAR
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WATER

YOUR NEW
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SPOT.





Consumer Guidelines for Faucets:-
In Our constant endeavor to provide innovative and technically excellent products to our customers and to ensure optimum & trouble free performance of ESSEL products for Years, 
we have evolved a set of consumer guidelines, these guidelines will ensure that you get the best out of your product.
1. Kindly carefully check the products before installation.
2. ESSEL is not liable or shall not be responsible for any such damage/scratch or for improper installation.
3. The installation should be done by trained technician.
4. Water Scaling- Due to presence of minerals and salt in water, scaling is formed on the product if it is not cleaned regularly. The products should be cleaned gently at regular 

intervals. Also, take extra careto clean the edges and corners of the products because these areas are more vulnerable for scale settling
5. Clean the aerators from time to time for a perfect foam flow of water from the faucet. The property of water being used is very important for your plumbing installations (Pipes 

etc.), as well as for your own hygiene. The hardness of water should not exceed 300-400ppm.
6. Acid Fumes- During cleaning of the tiles or floors in the bathroom with cleaning agents which contain acids or chemicals, acid fumes are formed. Because the basic material 

used in the Faucet is brass and brass being an alloy of copper, reacts with these acid fumes. With this reaction, a green color layer / Black Spots are formed on the products 
resulting in damage to the outer finish or coating. It is recommended the faucets be covered with cloth before doing such floor cleaning, to protect them from acidic fumes.

7. Scratching while cleaning - Scratching or scrubbing occurs due to hard nature of cloth or coarse cleaning powder being used for cleaning. Use a gentle fluffy so cloth for 
cleaning the surface.

8. Atmospheric condition - This applies mostly to salt content in the air in coastal areas, sometime the air reacts with brass and black spots emerge on the surface of product. 
Therefore, the product is required to be cleaned regularly. At the time of installation of these products, cover the products with the cloth covers provided in packaging or with 
polythene till the time you actually start using them.

9. Improper/wrong installation of the products automatically terminates and nullifies this warranty and this warranty does not cover problems arising from low water pressure, 
more than recommended water pressure, and wear and tear, impurities/hardness beyond the norms of drinking water or improper care and cleaning.

10. The warranty shall not be applicable, in case, if the defect is caused due to improper installation, undesirable working environments such as contaminated water, hardness of 
water beyond the acceptable limits of drinking water or even by improper handling. ESSEL shall repair/replace defective components (a er examination by authorized 
technician) on either chargeable basis or free of charge, as is decided by ESSEL CARE. For better performance of the product, we recommended water pressure should be 
between 2.5 bar to 3 bar.

11. No. of bends in the pipeline should be kept to minimum. The water travel straight or vertical as far as possible. More numbers of bends are dropping the water pressure.
12. The 25mm pipelines should be used instead of 20 mm for better flow over a period of time when scaling reduces the diameter of pipe.
13. Supply pipe should be provided with vent pipes to prevent air locking in the pipes.
14. All concealed fittings and pipelines should be tested at high pressure before plastering.
15. Buy ESSEL products from company's authorized dealers only.
Consumer Guidelines for Sanitaryware:-
1. Kindly inspect the products at the time of taking delivery.
2. Essel is not responsible for any damage occurred in transit and malfunctioning due to improper installation.
3.  While cleaning the ceramic products a er installation, please do not use any abrasive cleansers, as they may damage the ceramic surface. Use warm water and liquid 

detergent to clean the ceramic surface. Always test product cleaning solution on an inconspicuous area of the product before applying it to the entire surface.
4. The wash basin and water closet are heavy and it is recommended that two persons hold it while being fixed.
5. Do not use metal tools or wire brushers to remove any plaster. Use powder type detergent on a damp cloth to provide mild abrasive action to remove any residual plaster or 

white cement/putty. Clean the outside surface of the vitreous china product with mild soap and warm water. Wipe the entire surface completely dry with a clean, so cloth.
6. Please do not use cement at any hollow portion and bottom of the vitreous China product may cause the Crack.
Warranty Terms and Conditions:-
1. Warranty period will start from the date of purchase of the product and can only be availed if the valid proof of purchase is shown to authorize service personnel at time of

repairs. And shall automatically terminate upon the Expiry of the warranty period even if the product has not been installed or not in use a er purchase.
2. For all products installed beyond the municipal limits of the jurisdiction of company service center/ authorized service associate, the expenses incurred with regards to 

deputing the service personnel towards to & fro travel. Conveyance and other incidental will be born by customer.
3. The company is also not liable to pay for any civil or construction work required during installation of new products or replacement/repair of old products.
4. The Warranty period is not renewed or extended on supply of spare parts during the warranty. the company will be at sole discretion, repair or replace any defective 

components or part of the product with or without cost.
5. During the warranty period and under normal use, if the product / component / part is found to be of faulty due to manufacturing defect, the same will be repaired or 

replaced upon production of this warranty certificate, without charges either for part or labour or both, the decision of company official will be final for fault qualifies for 
warranty,

6. In the event of non-availability of components or parts due to any reason whatsoever Company or its Authorized Service provider or the Dealer will not be responsible or liable 
for any delay that may be caused to service/repair of the Products; no claims financial or otherwise will be entertained.

7. Company and customer agree that company will not be liable for any damages whatsoever arising out of use or inability to use its Company's Products. ESSEL bears no 
responsibility for incidental or consequential damages arising out of use or inability to use Company Product.

8. By purchasing this product, customer agrees to Company's aforesaid warranty on the product.



9. Customer and Company agree that customer's sole remedy for any defects in goods hereunder shall be limited to the repair or replacement at the Company's option within 
warranty period a er delivery of such goods to the first purchaser, of any defective goods, of which notice of defects is given by the Customer to the Company in accordance 
with terms of this warranty certificate. The part/product against replaced part/product will be property of Company.

10. Company shall not be liable to Customer claiming the warranty under the terms of condition of this Limited Warranty Certificate, due to defects caused by rodents/pets or in 
the events of force majeure. The Force Majeure means any disaster, act of God or the public enemy, any accident, explosion, fire, storm, earthquake, electric storms, tornado, 
flood, casualty, lockout, strike, labor conditions, unavoidable accident, nuclear explosion, national calamity, or any other circumstance or event or by any enactment of law, or 
by order of any legally constituted authority, or by any other similar cause of the Company or beyond the reasonable control of the party relying upon such circumstance or 
event.

11. Company and customer agree that ESSEL bears no responsibility for incidental and / or consequential damage arising out of use and for inability to use a product. Company 
liability will be limited and restricted to the product replacement/value of the product sold. Company under all circumstances shall not be liable to uninstall the defective 
product or installed replacement product. In case replacement is the only option then the customer has to hand over the defective product to the seller from whom it was 
purchased and take the replacement product from there.

12.  In case of any dispute, this warranty is subject to jurisdiction of Chandigarh courts only.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE, THE FOREGOING WARRENTY SHALL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING:-
1. Any defector damage arising from reasons attributable to the purchaser/third party, including without limitation willful actions, negligence ,mishandling, improper storage, 

improper fitting, misuse or improper repair, faulty installation, accidents and repairs by unauthorized person or maintenance practices used in any manner contrary to any 
written instructions provided by Essel.

2. The arising from inadequate water pressure, water impurities or improper care and cleaning and voltage fluctuations.
3. In line water filters, should be used with faucets so that any damage to ceramic cartridges without the use of in line filters will void warranty.
4. Intentional and accidental use of cleaners containing abrasive cleansers, ammonia, bleach, hair dye, acids, waxes, alcohol, solvents, bath oil, bath salts or other products not 

recommended for color and coating and due to improper cleaning or cleaning with coarse cloth also for lading of any material due to sun or chemical exposure.
5. Any goods which a er delivery hereunder have been repaired or modified or altered by anyone other than that has been authorized or approved by the Essel.
6. The warranty does not cover any defect or damage caused to the product due to natural wear and Tear.
7. This warranty does not cover installation or any other labour charges associated with the job work or reinstallation of ESSEL products.
8. This Warranty does not cover the damages as a result of disaster such as fire or act of God, including flooding, earthquake or electric storms and other force measure.
9. Chrome plating damage, Green or black spots due to contact of acids, High TDS water quality, Abrasive cleaning agents and detergents.
10. This warranty does not cover the wear and tear of Rubber parts, Glass Broken , and battery of Sensors,

Disclaimer

Due to our policy of continual improvement, Essel reserves the right to change product specification
warranty, the colours indicated are an approximation of the actual finisheson Essel products.
Although the information shown in this catalogue is updated to the extent possible, the same may vary.
It is advisable to consult our representative. Prices and availability and warranty are subject to change without notice.
*T&C APPLICABLE



Jammu & Kashmir +91-9875949531

Himachal Pradesh +91-9875949544

Punjab +91-9876630696

Uttarakhand +91-9875902736

Haryana +91-9875906532

Chandigarh +91-9875949537

Delhi-NCR +91-9875906539

Rajasthan +91-9875906537

Gujarat/Maharashtra/Goa +91-9875902731

Bihar/ Uttar Pradesh +91-9875906542

West Bengal/North East +91-9875949534

Odisha +91-9875902737

Telangana +91-9875902738

Tamil Nadu +91-9875949547

Kerala +91-9875949546

Nepal +977-980-4443387

Bhutan +91-9875949534

Essel Representatives

Sales help line: +91 855 8993 939  |  info@esselbath.com

Customer care: +91 854 4998 877  |  customercare@esselbath.com
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Toll Free Number - 1800 891 8239



ESSEL BATH FITTINGS PVT. LTD.
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